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Gioachino Rossini – Il Barbiere Di Siviglia (Weikert)

  

  CD1  01  Sinfonia   07:06  02  Nr. 1 - Introduzione: "Piano, pianissimo"  02:59  03  Cavatina:
"Ecco ridente in cielo"  04:26  04  Seguito dell'Introduzione: "Ehi, Fiorello"  02:56  05  Recitativo:
"Gente indiscreta!"   01:17  06  Nr. 2 Cavatina: "Largo al factotum"   04:55  07  Recitativo: "Ah,
ah! Che bella vita!"   04:28  08  Recitativo: "Povera disgraziata!"   03:10  09  Nr. 3 Canzone: "Se
il mio nome"   02:52  10  Recitativo: "Oh Cielo"     01:13  11  Nr. 4 Duetto: "All'idea di quel
metallo"   08:28  12  Recitativo: "Evviv il mio Padrone"   00:40  13  Nr. 5 Cavatina: "Una vode
poco fa"   06:18  14  Recitativo: "Si, si la vincerò"   00:38  15  Recitativo: "Oh buon dì Signorina"
  00:42  16  Recitativo: "Ah, disgraziato Figaro"   01:40  17  Recitativo: "Ah! Barbiere d'inferno!"  
01:48  18  Nr. 6 Aria: "La calunnia è un venticello"   04:32  19  Recitativo: "Ah che ne dite?"  
00:42  20  Recitativo: "Ma bravi! Ma benone!"   02:36  21  Nr. 7 Duetto: "Dunque io son... tu non
m'imaganni?"  05:24    CD2  01  WT Ora mi sento meglio       02  Nr. 8: A un dottor della
mia sorte       03  Brontola quanto vuoi       04  Finora in questa camera       05  Nr. 9: Ehi di
casa...buona gente...       06  Ma vedi il mio destino! (2. Akt)       07  Nr. 10: Pace e gioia sia con
voi       08  Insomma, mio Signore       09  Venite, signorina       10  Nr. 11: Contro un cor che
accende amore       11  Bella voce! bravissima!       12  Nr. 12: Quando mi sei vicina       13 
Bravo, signor Barbiere       14  Nr. 13: Don Basilio...       15  Ah! disgraziato me!...       16  Nr. 14:
Il vecchiotto cerca moglie       17  Dunque voi Don Alonso       18  Per forza o per amore       19 
Nr. 15: Temporale       20  Alfine eccoci qua       21  Nr. 16: Ah! qual colpo       22  Ah disgraziati
moi       23  Nr. 17: Il Conte! ah, che mai sento!...       24  Nr. 18: Cessa di più resistere       25 
Insomma io ho tutti i torti!...       26  Nr. 19: Di sì felice innesto  
 Edita Gruberova,  Juan Diego Flórez,    Vladimir Chernov,  Rosa Laghezza,    Enrique Serra,
Francesco Ellero d'Artegna,    James Anderson    Munich Radio Symphony Orchestra, 
Bavarian Radio Male Choir  Ralf Weikert – conductor    

 

  

Recordings of Il barbiere di Siviglia are a variable lot. A few are complete but, since it is a long
opera, most recordings are pruned (usually in the recitatives) to some degree. Many early
recordings were based on performance practices that over the years had embellished,
abbreviated, or otherwise corrupted the opera. As Rossini’s sun has again risen above the
horizon, there is an increased interest in authenticity, and many of his scores have been
restored to reflect Rossini’s original intentions. Likewise, recordings of Il barbiere are
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increasingly more historically informed. Perhaps the most noticeable differences are the roles of
Rosina and Berta (soprano or mezzo-soprano), the inclusion of an aria for tenor and chorus
Cessa di piu resistere near the end of the second act, and the interpolation of a soprano aria
from his earlier opera Sigismondo to provide the soprano with a second act show piece. Many
staged productions divide the work into three acts, but most recordings adhere to the two-act
structure Rossini envisioned.

  

Rossini intended the role of Rosina to be sung by a mezzo-soprano. However, his first Rosina,
Geltrude Righetti Giorgi, had an incredible range and chose to sing the part in the soprano keys.
Rossini adjusted the vocal lines to accommodate a higher tessitura, and through much of the
opera’s history Rosina was firmly in the soprano repertoire. Often, as Rosina sang higher, Berta
sang lower to provide a contrast. The return to the mezzo began in earnest in the second half of
the 20th century. Teresa Berganza did much to popularize the lower-voiced Rosina, and even
notable sopranos Victoria de los Angeles and Maria Callas recorded the role in the lower keys,
although both tossed in enough high notes so we wouldn’t forget their true calling. Some
recordings were considered significant in the movement to restore Il barbiere. RCA Victor
offered a complete recording of the opera in the 1950s. All of the recitatives were included, as
was the tenor-chorus aria, Cessa di piu resistere. Rosina, sung by Roberta Peters, was clearly
a coloratura soprano. In the mid 1970s, Claudio Abbado recorded the opera (with some cuts)
featuring Teresa Berganza, Hermann Prey, and Luigi Alva. Much ballyhoo accompanied its
release, informing us that Abbado had based his recording on a score that had been subjected
to considerable historical research, cleansed of corruption, and corrected to reflect Rossini’s
intentions. These recordings have held up well and have been continuously available since their
original issuances. In 1975, Sills, Gedda, and Milnes under Levine recorded a textually
complete Il barbiere, and included the soprano aria lifted from Sigismondo. The completeness
of the recording was what set it apart, since the performances are satisfactory but not
particularly outstanding. Alas, the value of this recording has been diminished by EMI’s bad
decision to cut both Cessa di piu resistere and the Sigismondo aria in order to fit the opera on
two CDs instead of three. For the CD inclusion of these two pieces, look to Abbado’s other Il
barbiere recording with Domingo as Figaro, Frank Lopardo and Kathleen Battle.

  

Now we come to Nightingale’s new recording of Il barbiere di Siviglia with Vladimir Chernov,
Edita Gruberova, and Juan Diego Flórez. It is textually complete (no Sigismondo interpolation),
Rosina is sung in the soprano keys, a piano is used for the continuo, it is performed in concert
(applause is limited to ends of acts and certain key musical events), and it is very, very good.
Gruberova was in her early fifties when the recording was made. A little of the warmth has
vanished from her tone, but her top notes are secure, her coloratura, if not as nimble as it once
was, is still spectacular, and she’s alert to all of the nuances in the text. In Una voce poco fa,
she shows us both sides of Rosina’s character: sweet and demure, but watch out if you cross
her!
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Juan Diego Flórez and Vladimir Chernov are outstanding as Almaviva and Figaro. Enric Serra
sounds appropriately like the old man looking for a young wife. His rendering of “a un dottor” is
quick and agile, and conveys all the suspicion and frustration inherent in the number. The real
star of the show is conductor Ralf Weikert. He holds this long opera together and keeps affairs
moving along merrily. There is a bounce and zest to the performance that sustains the
freshness for the nearly three-hour duration. Everyone sounds like they are having a great time,
especially during the Finale to the first act. ---David L. Kirk, FANFARE, arkivmusic.com
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